Introduction.
In two papers,f each having the title " On the Continuous Group that is defined by any given Group of Finite Order," Burnside establishes certain results of decided interest and importance, among them being the theorems^ of Frobenius on the irreducible factors of group-determinants. The object of this paper is the development of the theory of analogous groups in any arbitrary field or domain of rationality.
In particular, when the field is the general Galois field of order pn, we obtain a doubly-infinite system of finite groups corresponding to each given finite group.
An exceptional case not treated here is that of a field having a modulus which is a factor of the order of the given finite group. § Burnside bases his work upon several theorems proved by means of the Lie theory of continuous groups.
The corresponding theorems for an arbitrary field are here derived by simple rational processes ( § § 2, 3). The auxiliary theorems on invariant-factors (the " Elementartheiler " of Weierstrass) are established in § 4 by means of the canonical form of a linear transformation in any field. The later developments ( § § 5-7) run parallel to the corresponding parts of Burnside's treatment, but include essential modifications. The results find application in the problem of the representation of a given finite group as a group of linear transformations in a given field upon the smallest number of variables.
That the introduction of the concept of a field gives rise to a generalization of Klein's normal problem may be illustrated by the fact that a given group may be represented as a modular group upon a smaller number of variables than is possible for a representation as an algebraic linear group. 1343-1382. § In a paper to be presented to the London Mathematical Society, I propose to consider this case, at least for certainclasses of groups, and to give additional examples of the general theory.
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Trans. Am. Math. Sno. 19 § 1. Definition of the group G.
Let the operators of a given finite group g be sx (identity), s2, ••-, sn. The (left-hand) by replacing each product by the equivalent operator of the group. We consider n arbitrary elements of the field F and assign to them the single-index notation x, or x. and also the double-index notations x.. or x.., x,.,, or ».-i. with the understanding that (2) Xy = Xk, X.._! = Xi (if s¡ sj = Sk, whence sk sf1 = s¡ ) .
Consider the following matrix defined by the table (1) :
<-12-l Each vai-iable xi occurs once and but once in each row (or column). Hence any variable xi occurs in exactly n places in the matrix.
For all n places, the adjoint (first minor with proper sign) of xi is the same. * In proof, denote by A,k the adjoint of x.k.i.
Consider first the adjoint In view of the properties (2) and (2'), it follows that * (2") zij = zk (« *%=■«»).
Hence the set of transformations A' forms a group £?. § 2. Determination of the group G', reciprocal to G.
Denote by Xk the particular transformation X given by the values X4=l, 85,-0 (j=l,...,n;j + k).
Then xti_x is zero unless s( = s"1 st, so that we have
where f^ = f4 if s"1 st= s.. If s4 is of perioct k , the transformation Xk corresponds to a regular substitution X'k on n letters, the general cycle being _ (Çj £*~V %k-*j ' ' " ?*rC«-i).,) • * Hence relations (4) may be written in either of the forms:
« n r=l r=l [July The regular substitution group composed of the substitutions Xx, • • ■, X'n is simply isomorphic with the group g in such a way that X'k corresponds to ft-1.
Consider an arbitrary linear homogeneous transformation To obtain the transformations common to G and G', we must set
Setting: st's = s , so that s s~l = s.s sj1, we get
Hence the necessary and sufficient conditions that a transformation X of G shall belong to the group G' are that the variables xx, ■ ■ ■, xn whose subscripts correspond to conjugate operators are all equal.
Hence the transformations bf.-±«**e, (*=i, ■••,»), t=i in which ex, • • •, en run through every set of elements of F such that c. = ek if s. and sk are conjugate in g and such that the determinant
De of E is not zero, form a commutative group H.
It is composed of all the self-conjugate transformations of G.
This determinant De is called the special group-determinant of g.
If r be the number of distinct sets of conjugate operators in g, exactly r of the e's are distinct and will be designated e, = e,, e", • • •, er. Since the inverse of the general transformation E belongs to the group H, the adjoint e¿ of ek, in whatever position it occurs in De, is always the same.
Let nk denote the number of operators in the kth set of conjugates in the group g of order n.
Then e^ occurs exactly nk times in each row of De, and altogether nnk times in the determinant.
We derive therefore the algebraic identity
The division of dDJdek by nnk must first be performed if we are to apply (7) in the case of a field P having a modulus which divides n. it is assumed to be different from zero in the field F.
The rth minors of D(p) are polynomials in p with coefficients in F not all zero.
The unique polynomial of highest degree in p which divides all of these minors and in which the coefficient of the highest power of p is (-1)* will be designated Dr(p). It may be determined by Euclid's algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor. Hence Dr(p) has its coefficients in P. Now any (r -l)-th minor of P (p) is the sum of certain rth minors each multiplied by an element of D(p). Hence Dr(p) divides Dr_x(p) in the field P.
The polynomials, with coefficients in F, defined by the quotients
are called the invariant-factors * of the characteristic determinant P (p). The importance of the invariant-factors is shown by the Theorem.-The necessary and sufficient conditions that two n-ary linear homogeneous transformations A and A' with coefficients in F shall be conjugate within the n-ary linear homogeneous group in the field F are that the invariant-factors of the characteristic determinant of A shall be identical with the invariant factors of that of A'.
For the case in which F is the continuous field of all numbers, the theorem merely states the existence of a transformation T such that T-1AT=A', without requiring that T shall belong to a special field. In this case, the theorem follows from a general result due to Weierstrass. f The proof that the conditions are necessary is very simple.
If T~XAT = A', then the polynomials giving the expansions of the characteristic determinants of *They are to be distinguished from the Weierstrass " Elementartheiler," called the "einfachen Elementartheiler"
by Frobenius, the latter being polynomials in p with coefficients involving the roots of D(p) =0.
But, if two determinants have the same "einfachen Elementartheiler," they have the same invariant-factors, and inversely.
•j-Zur Theorie der bilinearen und quadratischen Formen, Werke, II, pp. 19-44.
A and A' are identical.
Let C and C" denote the unexpanded characteristic determinants of A and A' respectively.
Any r-th minor of C" may be expressed as a sum of products of three factors, the first an r-th minor of |T-1|, the second an r-th minor of C, the third an r-th minor of I T\.
Let the coefficients of T belong to the field P.
Then every common divisor of all the r-th minors of G is a divisor (with coefficients in F) of all the r-th minors of C . Since TA'P"1 = A, the inverse is true. Hence Dr(p) = D'r(p). To prove that the conditions are sufficient, * apply to A a linear transformation (not belonging to P, in general) to reduce it to its canonical form Ax:
in which the following notations have been employed, f Let Then a is any integer ^ k and not an a ; ß is any integer 5= A and not a 6 ; and so on. Each r¡.. is the same function of Ki that nx. is of Kx.
A similar statement may be made for the functions f;. of P.
By the direct calculation of Netto, % the invariant-factors of (9) If, therefore, the invariant-factors of the characteristic determinants of A and A' are identical, A' is reducible to the same canonical form (9) as A. Hence, by the theorem concerning the canonical form, there exists a linear homogeneous transformation T on n variables with coefficients in P which transforms A into A'. § 5. Factors of the special group-determinant De.
Let A be one of the transformations P of the commutative group H and let B be a transformation such that B~lAB = Ax is the canonical form (9) Hence every transformation of the commutative group B~XHB has these properties. Attending only to the variables ytx, • ■ ■, yiK (i being a fixed integer), we obtain a commutative group on k variables.
Unless the roots of the characteristic equation of each transformation of this group are all equal, we select one having at least two distinct roots and reduce it to its canonical form. Proceeding in this way, we obtain a transformation Bx and a number of sets of variables such that every transformation of B~lHBx replaces any variable of one set by a linear function of the variables of that set, thereby defining a partial group for each set ; and such that the characteristic equation of every transformation of each partial group has all its roots equal. Now the characteristic determinant De (p) of the general transformation P of the group H is a homogeneous integral rational function of «,, e2, • • -, e , p of degree n.
Also De(p) is invariant under linear transformation. Hence De(p) equals the product of the characteristic determinants of the partial transformations derived from P by the above process.
Each of the latter determinants is therefore a homogeneous integral rational function of ex, e2, • • -, e , p, and at the same time a power of a linear function oí p.
It is consequently a power of a linear homogeneous function of ex, e2, ■ ■ -, er, p. Since ex = ex occurs only in the combination ex -p, we may write
the s linear factors being distinct, each corresponding to a partial group. In case a factor f involves quantities irrational with respect to P, the functions conjugate to fx with respect to F must occur as factors in (11). Since De (0) = De, it follows that the special group-determinant of g decomposes into linear homogeneous functions of ex, e2, • • •, er, a result due to Frobenius. §6. Canonical forms of the groups H and G.
Consider the adjoints of the elements e. -p, e», •••, er in the determinant De(p).
In view of (7), the k-th adjoint is identical, aside from the factor l/nnk, with the partial derivative of De(p) with respect to ek. Suppose that, in case the field F has a modulus p, the latter divides none of the numbers * n,mx, ■ ■ •, mt. Then p -e. -a.,e, -• ■ • -a. e = p -t., r 1 i2 2 tr r r i '
which occurs in De(p) exactly to the power m., occurs exactly to the power mi -1 in the factor of highest degree in p which divides all the first minors of
Dt (p). Hence the first invariant-factor of De (p) is (p -tx) ■ ■ ■ (p -ts ).
Since the characteristic determinant of the i-th partial group II. is (t; -p)m', and its first invariant-factor in the field F(rt) is p -t., it follows that each invariantfactor is p -t.. Indeed, each is of degree 5= 1 and their product is of degree mi.
Hence the canonical form of the general transformation of H. is
Let a particular transformation, for which t( has the value t'., be reduced to its canonical form of type (12).
Without altering the latter, a second particular transformation, for which t; = t" , can be reduced to its canonical form of type (12).
Proceeding thus, we find that all the transformations of Hi can be reduced simultaneously to the form (12).
Hence there exists a linear transformation which transforms the group H into the group H of the transformations (13) ^=T^.>-(¿ = l,"-,m,;i = l, •■•,.).
If t., for example, does not belong to the field P, its conjugates tx, t2, ■ ■ ■, t;, with respect to F, must occur as multipliers in (13). By the canonical form theory, each £,. is a linear function of the initial indices with coefficients involving only the elements of F and the irrationalities occurring in t. , while 5 V ' ft; ' * " ' ' ftare conjugate with respect to P. Among the s multipliers t., exactly r are in-dependent with respect to F. It is shown later that s = r, so that the distinct multipliers t. in (11) are all independent.* Let the groups G, G' become T, T' when expressed in terms of the new variables £... Since every transformation of T (or T')is commutative with every transformation of H, every transformation of T (or T') must replace £# by a function of £(1, • • •, £im. only.
Let I\ and T'. denote the partial groups on the latter variables.
Every transformation of Tf is commutative with every one of T[. Since G (or G' ) involves linearly and homogeneously n parameters which are independent in P, r; (or T'. ) must involve linearly and homogeneously m( parameters which are independent with respect to P.
In fact, G is simply transitive in its n variables, so that T contains a transformation which replaces any given set of values of £.. obeying the prescribed conjugacies with respect to F by any second set of values f" obeying the same conjugacies. Hence the general transformation of rj may be written are independent with respect to P, since otherwise the group in its initial form G would depend upon less than n independent parameters of F. Hence each partial group T. is a subgroup of T.
Likewise T' contains as a subgroup the partial group T!, whose transformations are of type (14), the variables f.. being the same as before.
Since every transformation (13), in which t. has for the coefficients of the irrationalities entering f ;i, " • ', %{m-arbitrary elements in F, is commutative with every transformation of I", and leads to a transformation on the initial variables having its coefficients in F, it belongs to the group F (see end of § 2). Hence the self conjugate transformations of T form a group with s parameters independent with respect to P.
By § 3 this number is r. Hence s = r. § 7. Structure of G. Properties of the group-determinant.
The group T is the direct product of the groups Tx, T2, • ■ -, Tr which affect different variables.
If t, does not belong to P, the complete set of conjugates Ti ' T2, " ' ' Ti, w^tn respect to P, defines a larger field F¡.
To the latter belong the coefficients of the groups Tx, T2, ■■•, Tn which may be said to be * This seems to be assumed by Bubnsioe (1. c, p. 557) in showing at this point that s = r.
conjugate with respect to the field F; their direct product is simply isomorphic with a group Jx on mx variables and involving mx arbitrary parameters of F¡. By a suitable choice of notation, we may therefore express T as the direct product of certain groups Jx, J2, • • ■, P on different variables, I being a group on mi variables and involving mi arbitrary parameters of a field F,., so that mxlx + m2l2 A-\-mpll> = n, lx + l2 +-\-lp = r.
From the transformations (14) of the group J., we form the determinant
It is (relatively) invariant under every transformation W of the group Ji and hence is absolutely invariant under every transformation IF"1 IF^"1 Wx W2 of the commutator group of P.
A like result holds for every factor of Pf. belonging to and irreducible in the field Fh (compare Burnside, 1. c, § 3, pp. 549, 550).
Hence these irreducible factors are all invariants of the commutator group of T. Now the commutator group of G is the quotient-group of G by the subgroup H and hence is a group on n variables with n -r parameters in F, and consequently has at most r independent invariants in P. Consider the r = lx + l2 + • • • + lp groups Jx, ■ ■ ■, Jf and their conjugates with respect to P.
Their determinants give r independent invariants of T and hence give rise to r independent functions in P which are invariants of G.
Hence, for each value of i, the determinant (15) must be a power of an irreducible factor in P,..
The self-conjugate transformations of J. form a group with one arbitrary parameter in P,.. It follows that the irreducible factor of (15) is linear only when m. = 1 (compare Burnside,* 1. c, § 5). For m, > 1, it must be a perfect square, mi = a2, and Ji is simply isomorphic with a linear homogeneous group on pi variables with coefficients in F, (compare Burnside, 1. c., § 6).
Since it involves p.2 independent parameters, this group must be the general linear homogeneous group in P, on p.. variables.
The transformations of J. may therefore be given the form hj = UjizaA-uj2zt2A-
the number of parameters u.k being u2. The determinant corresponding to (15) is therefore the power p. of the determinant (16) \zj (t,k=l, 2, ■■;»,).
We may therefore state the following Theorem.-Excluding the case in which the given field F has a modulus which divides the order n of the given finite group g, let the r linear factors contains L distinct factors of degree p.i belonging to and irreducible in the field F,., and conjugate with respect to F ; each of these factors occurs exactly to the power ¡ii in the group-determinant.
The general factor may be expressed as a determinant (16) Hence the group G of the transformations (x;) is simply isomorphic with a group which is the direct product of two general unary linear groups in F and a general binary linear group in P.
The second example was chosen to illustrate the theory when the factors of the special group-determinant involve irrationalities. Aside from the cyclic groups, the dihedron group of order 10 is the simplest case in which irrationalities enter.
A more difficult example is the simple group of order 60, the irrationality being i/5. But no irrationality enters for a symmetric group (Frobenius).
The dihedron group gxo is generated by operators a, ß such that a5 = I, ß2= I, aß = /3a-1. we obtain a matrix in which the partial matrix on the variables £4, f6, £8, |10 is identical with that on £3, £5, £7, £9, viz., matrix _#f below. To make the elements of the second column, which lie in the third, ■ • •, tenth rows, all zero, it suffices to transform by Transforming by (f4 £5 £7 ) (£6 f, fg ), we obtain the final matrix
where each O denotes a matrix all of whose elements are zero, while M is the matrix I-a44-ß-ß2 at-ai+ß1-ßt -a1 + ai-ßl + ßi -a^+^+ß-ß.
-a24-a34-ß-ßl I-a2-ßx + ß3 a2-ai4-ß-ß3 -ax-\-a2+ß2-ß.,
In this example, a matrix denotes the transformation defined by the matrix.
For a canonical form of still simpler type, we must resort to a transformation involving the irrationality >/b.
To obtain the special group-determinant, we If V5 belongs to the field P, the group G defined by the matrix (17) is simply isomorphic with a group given by the direct product of the two general unary groups and two general binary groups, all belonging to F. If i/o serves to extend F to a larger field F2, G is simply isomorphic with a group given by the direct product of two general unary groups in F (having the respective multipliers 8, b~x) and a general binary group in F2, viz.,
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